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Who's responsible for recruiting?
Recruiting has become more challenging lately as a result of factors like market uncertainty,
the “Great Reshuffle”, and candidates falling out of the recruitment process due to “ghosting”
or accepting other offers. That’s why strong brand resonance and deep authentic
relationships with candidates have become even more important to the recruiting process.


Gen Z is eager to build relationships virtually.

In fact, nearly 7 in 10 Gen Z candidates believe meeting in person
is unnecessary to form a professional connection.

Now, candidates are much more likely to take one job over
another based on personal relationships formed during the
recruiting process.

But recruiters can’t manage all of these relationships on their own, especially with so many
other responsibilities to juggle.


Fortunately for early talent recruiting teams, the shift toward virtual recruiting has made 

it easier to include other teammates across the organization in developing and maintaining
meaningful relationships with candidates. 



Is all of this personalization and attention to relationships
worth it? Absolutely.
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According to our talent network, Gen Z notes a particular preference for speaking with
hiring managers, employees, or alumni in the same role they're interested in.


Involving non-recruiters in engaging candidates is not only helpful to the recruiting team. 

It opens up development and mentorship opportunities for existing employees. In fact,
participation in the recruiting process from peers outside of recruiting roles has
doubled over the last six months on Handshake.


By including teammates from throughout the organization (which Handshake refers to  
as “advocates”), employers can scale creating 1-on-1 personalized relationships with
qualified candidates while increasing the bandwidth of their recruiting teams—and
strengthening their pipeline for years to come. 

To do this effectively, we'll walk you through how to create
or augment an existing advocate program.
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To achieve your hiring goals and build a strong pipeline for years to come, hiring teams can
make recruiting a team sport by facilitating a higher volume of strong, 1-on-1 relationships
between employees in functional roles and prospective candidates.

Advocate program overview
What is an advocate program?
An advocate program is an intentional, structured approach to involving employees
from throughout your organization in the recruiting process. Meanwhile, advocates are
employees in functional roles who participate in recruiting activities and serve as
evangelists for your business, company culture, and talent brand. The primary
purpose of an advocate program is to identify, engage, and retain top  
talent by developing authentic relationships with candidates.

What is the value of an advocate program?
While members of advocate programs and recruiting teams share the same goals,
advocate programs offer a different type of value. Advocate programs allow employers
to develop and nurture crucial relationships with engaged and qualified candidates
while reducing the burden on strapped recruiting teams.

Gen Z is taking an opportunistic approach when it comes to developing
relationships by assembling a network of mentors, recruiters, 
working alumni, and professional employer contacts.
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What if I already have non-recruiters going to campus?
If you’re already sending non-recruiters to campus or asking them to participate in recruiting
efforts, it just means you’re already running a version of an advocate program!
You may already refer to
non-recruiters who are
involved in engaging
candidates as “school
teams,” “evangelists,”
“mentors,” etc. 


Handshake calls this
role “advocates”.

What types of advocate programs are other
employers using?
Advocate programs can come in many different forms depending on your needs. We'll
cover a few common examples over the next two pages.
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Common advocate programs include:

Mentorship programs
Mentors are typically senior team members or hiring managers who provide rounded,
ongoing guidance to interested students. Mentorship programs can help employers build a
long-term candidate pipeline for future roles and build brand advocacy among students.
These programs also offer an added benefit of offering leadership or mentorship
experiences for employees.

Business unit or evangelist programs
Evangelists are often employees in non-recruiting roles or are business unit hiring
managers who provide more immediate, but relevant guidance to get into desired roles.
These programs help drive applications and acceptances faster by giving candidates a
deep understanding of the company and open roles from an authentic and personal
perspective. Participating in these programs lets employees engage with potential
candidates and build successful teams.
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Alumni programs
Employees who are alumni of the same school as candidates can provide insight into
how school culture translates into the company culture. These programs help teams fill
immediate hires and build brand awareness by creating authentic connections between
individuals with shared experiences.

Employee resource group programs
Employees who are actively involved in ERGs can provide insight into community and
representation at the company. Similar to alumni programs, ERG programs help teams fill
immediate hires and build brand awareness by doubling down on authentic connections
between individuals with shared experiences while supporting company-wide DEI goals.
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Who are the key stakeholders who drive a successful
advocate program?
Regardless of what type of advocate program you decide to run, there must be internal
sponsors and champions, as well as committed and excited participants who can
commit time for this program to be successful. 



Typically, these key stakeholders are:

Recruiting team champions
These are managers or leaders from the talent acquisition team who bridge the gap between
the recruiting team and participating departments. These individuals will likely drive the vision
of the advocate program internally and track program success.

Examples of recruiting team champions include:
senior recruiters |

recruiting managers

 


directors of recruiting teams


Department champions
These are managers or leaders from departments outside of talent acquisition who help
evangelize the program internally. Department champions are essential to the success of the
program by ensuring that their executive sponsors are bought into the program and that their
non-recruiter teammates are effectively connecting with candidates. Department champions
will often have insight into overall company hiring initiatives, specific location-based hiring
initiatives, or may be responsible for hiring their own team members.
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Examples of department champions include:
business team leads & hiring managers
ERG leads

|

 


alumni who want to give back

Note: For employers who already send non-recruiting team members to campus, these individuals are often labeled “Campus” or
“School team” leads.

Executive sponsors
These are senior leaders from cross-functional departments whose buy-in is essential for the
program to succeed. They also play the role of evangelizing why advocate programs are
important to their direct reports and approve time commitments from their teams.

Examples of executive sponsors include:
Directors | department leadership

Advocates
These are individual teammates who are excited to connect with potential or active candidates.
These individuals should be motivated to get early talent into their company or on their team and
are eager to participate in activities outside of their day-to-day responsibilities. Participants
should match with those you’re trying to recruit—a diverse group of advocates with  
different backgrounds and experiences who are reflective of the candidate pool.

Examples of advocates include:
early-career employees & alumni | current or
former interns | ERG leaders | hiring managers
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Successful advocate programs require an overall program structure, plan of action, and a
tool to scale the program. In this section, we’ll show you the key steps to creating a
program structure and plan of action. Later on, we’ll show you how to use Handshake to
scale the program.
STEP 1

Establish the goals for your program
Having a clear and agreed-upon understanding of your goals is the first step in creating an
advocate program. Advocate programs may look different from one company to another.


Your first goal with an
advocate program should
be to build relationships
that drive immediate hires
or long-term brand building


Whether you’re looking to
drive new applicants or
convert candidates 

who are on the fence 

about accepting an offer,
advocate programs allow
employers to maximize 

their efforts by providing a
layer of transparency,
personalization, and support
across the candidate journey. 
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STEP 2

Identify your ideal talent audience
Identifying the qualifications of your talent pool will help you choose the right advocates
for your program. 


To identify your ideal qualified candidates consider the following questions:


Are you hiring for specific roles now?

Do you have challenges hiring for particular roles?

Which DEI initiatives are you responsible for at your employer?

Are you trying to generate a pipeline of candidates for future roles?

Are you trying to build a general brand affinity? 

What experience or skills are required for your hard-to-fill roles?

What long-term career goals align with this role?


Once you’ve identified your business needs and align on with what makes a candidate
“qualified,” you can come up with the right advocate profiles and connect them with
candidates based on similar qualifications and experiences. But before you find your
advocates, you’ll need internal support from their team leads.
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STEP 3

Outline and pitch your program internally
Once you know your program goals, your ideal candidate audiences, and your ideal
advocate profile, you can create an outline of your advocate program and pitch
executive sponsors to get buy-in from cross-functional teams. Keep your outline
concise and highlight the business value of the program.

1
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What is the benefit to the overall business?
Outline the goals of the program and define success criteria.
Highlight key business objectives such as reducing time-to-hire
and building brand recognition

Which departments are participating and how will
advocates be matched with candidates?
Include which roles or company initiatives this program will help
support—always refer to your goals and target audience

3

4
5

Who are your key stakeholders?
Outline the responsibilities or expectations for each stakeholder including
your executive sponsor(s), department champion(s), recruiting champion(s),
and advocates, and clearly define who will manage the program

How many advocates are needed?
Outline how many advocates you’ll need from each team

What are the requirements for an advocate?
Clearly set expectations for time commitments, event participation,
communication tools, and response times
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How will you manage the program?

7

When are you going to launch this?

Outline proposed metrics to track progress and check-ins with participants,
and how the program will be rolled out using Handshake (see section 3)

Formalize clear recommendations around your program timeline. 

Include key milestones including kick-offs, trainings, and how the 

program aligns with your existing recruiting events and timelines

STEP 4

Select your advocates
With support from your executive sponsor and department champion, and with a better
understanding of candidate qualifications and advocate profiles, you can assemble
advocates from the necessary departments and teams. 


When selecting your advocates, be sure to ask yourself:

“Is this person
genuinely excited
to connect with
candidates?”

“Do they clearly
understand the
time commitments
for this program?”
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When reaching out to folks about being advocates, articulate clear expectations for
the program. 


To expand excitement for the program and find the right advocates, it’s always best to
highlight the benefits teammates get from participating. Mentorship and leadership
opportunities are excellent areas to highlight. According to our network trends data:
9 in 10 alumni have reported saying they are willing to support younger job seekers
who reach out for advice.

Additional benefits to highlight for your advocates include:

Exclusivity
This is a special and limited opportunity to help shape the company’s
organization and the future of talent—make sure your advocates understand
the impact they can have through this program.

Professional development
Advocates have an opportunity to grow recruiting and networking skills
through the program—for other early-talent employees or former interns,
this is a huge opportunity that cannot be taught in a classroom.

Internal recognition
Given the cross-functional nature of an advocates program, advocates have
a unique opportunity to work with colleagues in new departments and gain
better visibility among executive sponsors. For those working at large
organizations, this is an excellent way to build their own internal brand.
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STEP 5

Launch your program
To successfully launch your program, it’s important to align all participants on the goals,
expectations, and timelines.

Start with an internal kick-off meeting and address:
Goals of the advocate program

Which stakeholders are involved

Who your target audience is

How advocates will be matched to
your audience

Program timeline

Expectations for advocates

Next steps

After the kickoff, offer 1-2 office hour sessions for participants to ask any questions. 

With your program officially launched, your last step before sending your team into the field
is to train them on how to use Handshake.


Host a training session to walk your advocates through how to connect with candidates, and
best practices for engaging with them. Work with your Customer Success Manager and/or
Expert Assist Program Manager to collaborate on office hours and training.
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After finalizing the program structure, you’ll need a tool to deploy your advocates into the
field. Handshake’s Advocate role, which is available to Handshake Premium partners, lets
your teammates engage with students in the same place where Gen Z finds jobs, attends
events, and engaging with your employer brand—all the while letting you track your
advocates' success and outcomes on the candidates they connect with.


By powering your advocate program with Handshake you’re enabling your team to meet
candidates where they are and keep communication in a single location.

1. Activating Advocate accounts and organizing your team
Setting up an advocate seat is as simple as adding any other user.

Send your advocates a
direct link to sign up

Manually add an advocate
to your account

They’ll automatically be registered with
an advocate role by using this link.

They’ll need to claim their
account via email once added.

Learn how

Learn how

When you’re launching your program on Handshake, we recommend taking things
slowly by starting with 5 or fewer advocates. Then scale up the program once the
advocates get used to the mechanics and you have all the pieces in place to enable
a growing team and track success.
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Organize your advocates


After advocates are added to your
account on Handshake, you’ll want to
organize your team so that you can  
easily find them on the platform.



Organize your advocates by creating
labels that map to attributes like job title,
department, or school. Then apply each
respective label to your advocates
directly on their profile. 



For example, you can apply an “alumni”
label to advocates who you intend to
send to virtual career fairs or introduce to
current students at a specific school.

*For organizations that need assistance organizing large
teams of advocates, speak with your Customer Success
Manager about additional options.
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2. How to connect your advocates with students and alumni
Once your advocates have been activated within Handshake, you can use the platform
to connect advocates to students and alumni in a lot of different ways. The right way to
connect your advocates to these students will depend on the candidate journey you’d
like to create. 


Consider the following questions when selecting how you’d like to connect advocates
with these students:

Do I want to connect advocates to
students before or after events?

Do I want to introduce my advocates
first through a message, or offer a
time for the advocate to chat with a
student via video?

Do I want my advocates to reach out
directly to students or should they
always be introduced by a recruiter?
Do I want my advocates to participate
in large group discussions or 1-on-1
with each student?
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After outlining your ideal candidate journey with your advocates, you can use the
following options to connect your advocates to students.

Communicate 1-on-1 with potential candidates
You or other recruiters can introduce advocates to candidates via messaging— connect
advocates to students by introducing them through campaigns or direct messages. To
reduce any duplicate workload, consider creating messaging templates for common
outreach like introductions, invitations to book a time with an advocate, or initial templated
responses for your advocates to use.

Engage in live discussion
You can invite advocates to meet with candidates 1-on-1 at virtual career fairs, speak about
their experience during employer-hosted virtual events, or invite candidates to set up
casual 1-on-1 quick screens with advocates from messaging introductions.
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Assist with sourcing for available opportunities
You can let advocates leverage Your Candidates or Search Students capabilities to find
candidates actively interested in pursuing an opportunity with your organization.

3. What is the experience for the advocate like?
Simple! Advocates have the flexibility to respond to students in the Handshake platform
or they can simply respond directly via email to their inbox notifications.
Recruiters introduce advocates

Advocates connect with candidates
through messenger or 1-on-1 Video Chats
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Advocates can reply directly via email for messages or connect for a 1-on-1 Video Chat

Pro-tip:

During your kickoff of training, work with your Handshake Customer Success
Manager to show your advocates examples of where they’ll appear on your
Employer Page and in a message to students within the platform.
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4. Best practices for success
Based on employers with successful programs, the most effective best practices include:

Keep your Employer Page up to date
Students are looking to develop relationships to find out the information
they cannot find online. Make sure your company profile on Handshake is
up-to-date so students can prepare the right questions before meeting
with your advocates.

Make advocate profiles detailed
Students are looking to connect with people like them through shared
backgrounds and experiences. Ask your advocates to add a profile photo
and relevant career information so students can quickly form authentic
connections.

Set up recurring 1-on-1 schedules for your advocates
Make life easier for yourself and your advocates by creating
Availability Calendars in advance. This will let you quickly introduce
advocates to students and encourage candidates to book an
available timeslot.

Use templates to your advantage
Your advocates will thank you for pre-creating messaging templates. Not
only does this reduce the time investment for your advocates, but it also
enables you to offer successful talking points and key messaging.
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Set separate times to respond to messages (direct via email)
During your kickoff and training, encourage advocates to set up blocks of
time during the week to focus on responding to messages. You can
empower advocates to balance their day-to-day responsibilities  
and respond to messages within reasonable timeframes.

Track success and keep iterating
The best programs evolve over time. Talk to your Customer Success
Manager about a check-in cadence to review engagement and
success metrics.

27
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Closing thoughts
Keep the following key points in mind for why advocates are crucial to fueling your early talent
recruiting engine:

1

80% of employees note
they'd take one job over
another based on
relationships formed during
the recruiting process.

2

Gen Z wants to speak directly
with hiring managers,
employees in the same role,
or alumni in the same role.

3

Employers who participate in
1-on-1 relationship building
via messaging and video see
up to 16x more applications.

Pitching a new program may feel intimidating, but innovation often leads to impressive
results. The best way to continue driving excitement among your team, your sponsors, and
your advocates is to always bring the conversation back to your goals and why this program
is so important for your next generation of leaders.
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30%

By 2030, Gen Z will make up 30% of the workforce,
meaning they’ll make up the majority of your early talent-hiring
pipeline for years to come.

Advocates are like an extension of your recruiting team, offering the opportunity for
early talent to form authentic connections as they explore working for your employer.
Make recruiting a team sport by involving advocates, and keep up with the competition
for Gen Z talent.


Consult our experts on how to operate an advocate
program through Handshake.
Connect with our team
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